The effect of magnesium ions on triphosphate hydrolysis

Abstract: The role of metal ions in catalyzing phosphate ester hydrolysis has been the subject of much debate, both in terms of whether they change the transition state structure or mechanistic pathway. Understanding the impact of metal ions on these biologically critical reactions is central to improving our understanding of the role of metal ions in the numerous enzymes that facilitate them. In the present study, we have performed density functional theory studies of the mechanisms of methyl triphosphate and acetyl phosphate hydrolysis in aqueous solution to explore the competition between solvent- and substrate-assisted pathways, and examined the impact of Mg$^{2+}$ on the energetics and transition state geometries. In both cases, we observe a clear preference for a more dissociative solvent-assisted transition state, which is not significantly changed by coordination of Mg$^{2+}$. The effect of Mg$^{2+}$ on the transition state geometries for the two pathways is minimal. While our calculations cannot rule out a substrate-assisted pathway as a possible solution for biological phosphate hydrolysis, they demonstrate that a significantly higher energy barrier needs to be overcome in the enzymatic reaction for this to be an energetically viable reaction pathway.
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Introduction

Phosphate esters are the building blocks of life, and are involved in facilitating all cellular processes, from cellular signaling to protein synthesis [1, 2]. Due to this, the enzymes that regulate these reactions are major drug targets [3–5], and understanding their mechanisms has been the subject of substantial experimental and computational effort (for reviews, see e.g. Refs. [1, 6, 7], and references cited therein). The mechanisms of these reactions and the importance of the different factors affecting the fundamental mechanistic preferences (such as environment or leaving/spectator group effects) have been hotly debated [6, 7], without reaching a mechanistic consensus. For example, in the case of GTP hydrolysis by GTPases such as Ras GTPase, arguments have been put forward in favor of phosphorane intermediates and concerted reaction pathways [8], of substrate-assisted catalysis [9–13], of general base catalysis with the involvement of active site residues [14–17], or the possibility that no deprotonation of the nucleophile is required to drive the reaction [6, 18]. A similar lack of mechanistic clarity exists for many other enzymes that catalyze phosphoryl transfer reactions (see discussion in e.g. Ref. [7], among many others), creating barriers to further progress in our...
understanding of the factors that shape structure-function-activity relationships in these system, as well as how they can be manipulated, for instance, for therapeutic purposes.

To resolve these mechanistic ambiguities with respect to biologically catalyzed phosphoryl transfer, it is essential to first obtain a thorough understanding of the intrinsic mechanisms of the corresponding uncatalyzed reactions, and the factors affecting the choice of mechanism for phosphate esters with different leaving groups. Here, once again, computational studies have provided varied interpretations, depending on the precise approach and level of theory used, suggesting a range of mechanisms running the full spectrum from fully associative (A$_n$ + D$_n$) to fully dissociative (D$_n$ + A$_n$) pathways, as well as concerted (A$_n$D$_n$) pathways without intermediates (see discussion in Refs. [7, 8] and references cited therein). To partially address this issue, we recently performed detailed comparisons of a range of phosphate monoester dianions with and without intermediates (see discussion in Refs. [7, 8] and references cited therein). To partially address this issue, we recently performed detailed comparisons of a range of phosphate monoester dianions with different leaving groups, examining both leaving group effects and the effect of including explicit microsolvation in the calculations [19, 20]. In addition to reasonable quantitative agreement between experimental and calculated activation free energies, our calculations reproduced both the linear free energy relationship for phosphate monoester dianion hydrolysis, as well as the experimentally observed kinetic isotope effects for p-nitrophenyl phosphate hydrolysis [19]. These calculations demonstrated a clear preference for a solvent-assisted pathway for phosphate monoesters with good leaving groups, while hinting at a potential transition to a substrate-assisted pathway for compounds with poor leaving groups, although this would only happen for leaving groups with quite high pK$_a$s (previous work suggested a crossover at a leaving group pK$_a$ of ~13). This predicted mechanistic preference is in good agreement with experimental considerations of kinetic isotope effects, entropic effects and linear free energy relationships for phosphate monoester dianion hydrolysis [21–24], all of which have been traditionally interpreted as pointing to a reaction proceeding through a concerted pathway with a loose, dissociative transition state.

An additional complication in transferring these insights to biologically catalyzed reactions is that metal ions often play crucial roles in enzyme-catalyzed reactions, for example by acting as Lewis acids, or by modulating the pK$_a$s of active site nucleophiles. Metal ions have been linked to changes in substrate preference in enzyme-catalyzed reactions, and also have been suggested to play an important role in the emergence of new enzyme functions [25, 26]. Most significantly for mechanistic investigations, it has often been speculated that their Lewis acidity may change the mechanism, or the character of the reaction, favoring more associative pathways where the positive charge density would have a role in stabilizing the high-energy states. Therefore, in the present work, we have explored the role of magnesium ions on the mechanistic preferences of phosphate monoester hydrolysis, using acetyl phosphate and methyl triphosphate as model systems (based on the experimental data available on the hydrolysis of acetyl phosphate [27–33], ATP [34] and GTP [35]).

Admiraal and Herschlag have examined in detail the kinetics of phosphoryl transfer from GTP, ATP and a series of pyrophosphates to a series of alcohols [34]. They obtained a small Brønsted β$_{\text{nuc}}$ value (0.07), suggesting the presence of a transition state with little bond formation between the incoming nucleophile and the phosphate. This was complemented by examining the β$_{\text{nuc}}$ value for phosphoryl transfer to water from a series of phosphoanhydrides, which yielded a large a large and negative value (~1.1) supporting a largely dissociative transition state in which bond cleavage to the leaving group is advanced at the transition state. Interestingly, the inclusion of Mg$^{2+}$ ions had minimal effect on the β$_{\text{nuc}}$ value, or on the reaction rates, for instance only reducing the activation barrier for ATP hydrolysis by 0.7 kcal·mol$^{-1}$ at 60 °C. Kötting and Gerwert studied the hydrolysis of GTP over a range of temperatures, in the presence and absence of Mg$^{2+}$ [35]. Consistent with Admiraal and Herschlag’s data, they found that the difference in activation energy was minimal: at 25 °C, there is no observed difference in rate (with an experimental activation energy of 279 kcal·mol$^{-1}$). The presence of Mg$^{2+}$ did accelerate the reaction at higher temperatures due to a higher enthalpy of activation. Therefore, curiously, inclusion of the magnesium ion appeared to have minimal effect on stabilizing either the transition state or on perturbing the transition state geometry, raising questions about its role in enzyme-catalyzed GTP or ATP hydrolysis.

Following from this, there have been a number of recent different computational studies of GTP, ATP and methyl triphosphate hydrolysis in aqueous solution [36–43], exploring preferred mechanistic options and,
where metal ions have been included, the potential roles of the metal ion. Interestingly, some of these studies have provided quite contradictory mechanistic interpretations depending on the precise level of theory used and how the simulations were set up, making it hard to reach any concrete mechanistic conclusions. In addition, the calculated activation free energies in Refs. [36, 38–40, 42, 43] were often (but not always [37, 41]) far higher than those measured experimentally.

Therefore, in the present work, we have used methyl triphosphate (MeTP) hydrolysis as a model system, and considered the effect of a single magnesium ion on both substrate- and solvent-assisted pathways (Fig. 1) at the same level of theory, allowing for direct comparison between the different mechanistic options. We have also carried out the same level of calculations with an analogous study of acetyl phosphate (AcP) hydrolysis, again both with and without bound Mg\(^{2+}\), in order to be able to make a direct link to our previous studies of phosphate monoester dianion hydrolysis [19, 20].

We previously suggested that in the absence of metal ions, the preferred pathway for the hydrolysis of phosphate monoesters with good leaving groups is one involving a loose, dissociative transition state [19, 20]. We demonstrate that for both compounds studied here, the presence of magnesium ions increases the energetic difference between substrate- and solvent-assisted pathways, creating a greater preference for a solvent-assisted pathway than in the absence of the metal. In the case of methyl triphosphate hydrolysis, this occurs irrespectively of the binding mode of the metal ion. In addition, in all cases, the reaction proceeds through a single concerted transition state with no evidence for a phosphorane intermediate.

**Methodology**

In the present work, we have examined the relative energetics and transition state geometries for the solvent- and substrate-assisted hydrolyses of acetyl phosphate and methyl triphosphate both in the presence and absence of magnesium ions. In the case of methyl triphosphate hydrolysis, we have considered three different binding modes for the magnesium ion (Fig. 2), such that it is either bridging the \(\alpha\)- and \(\beta\)-phosphates, the \(\beta\)- and \(\gamma\)-phosphates or all three phosphates at once. As our previous work highlighted the importance of including explicit microsolvation when performing such calculations [19], we have included 8 and 14 water molecules in addition to the nucleophilic water molecule in our calculations of acetyl phosphate and methyl triphosphate, respectively, extending this to 15 and 17 water molecules, respectively in the presence of the magnesium ion in order to complete the solvation shell of the magnesium ion. The remainder of the solvent was described using an implicit solvent model. As with our previous work, the water molecules were symmetrically placed on the nucleophile and leaving group sides of the phosphate, with additional water molecules placed so as to interact with the oxygen atoms of the \(\alpha\)- and \(\beta\)-phosphates of methyl triphosphate. This allowed us to avoid artifacts introduced into the calculations by performing calculations with such highly charged species in a pure implicit solvation model, and we have previously demonstrated that in the

![Fig. 1: A comparison of (left) substrate- and (right) solvent-assisted pathways for the hydrolysis of methyl triphosphate.](image-url)
analogous example of methyl phosphate hydrolysis, we can reproduce even high level quantum chemical calculations in full explicit solvent using such a simplified mixed solvent model [19, 44].

All transition states were obtained by structural perturbation of previously optimized transition state geometries for phosphate ester hydrolysis with eight explicit water molecules [19, 20], with manual addition of magnesium ions and additional water molecules as relevant (see the previous paragraph for the number of water molecules included for each system), as well as partial 1-D scans of the P–O$_{nuc}$ distance to come closer to the saddle point where it was not possible to directly optimize new transition states. The resulting optimized transition states were characterized by means of frequency calculations as well as by following the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) [45, 46] as far as possible in both reactant and product directions, followed by unconstrained geometry optimizations at the same level of theory on the resulting structures to obtain optimized reactant and product states for each reaction pathway, thus verifying that we are examining the correct transition states for the processes of interest. We note that, as with our previous work [19, 20], our IRC calculations usually led us to a metastable product state rather than the final stable states (in particular in the case of the solvent-assisted pathway). However, as the subsequent changes involve low energy processes and do not affect the difference in energy between the ground state and transition state, we have not focused further on the product states in this work. All calculations were initially performed using the ωB97X-D functional [47] and the 6-31+G(d) basis set, and we then followed this with single point calculations of the electronic energies of the optimized structures using the larger 6-311+G(d,p) basis set, and the vibrational frequencies, zero point energies, and entropies using the same basis set as the geometry optimization (6-31+G(d)). This functional was chosen as it includes corrections for both dispersion and long-range effects. Solvation was accounted for using a mixed solvent model as described above, combining explicit water molecules with the solvent density model (SMD) [48] continuum solvent model. Bond orders were calculated at the same level of theory as the single point calculations, based on the Wiberg bond index [49] using natural bond orbital analysis [50].

Finally, a challenge with performing geometry optimization using mixed explicit/implicit solvent models is the potential dependence of the energetics on the precise orientation of the explicit water molecules included in the system, a problem that is aggravated as more water molecules are explicitly described. In a recent study [19] we demonstrated that in the case of phosphate monoester dianions, while the results are very sensitive to the precise number and orientation of the water molecules when only a smaller number of explicit water molecules are included in the calculations, the more water molecules are explicitly included in the calculations, the less sensitive the calculated energetics become to the precise position of the water molecules.

To ensure that our qualitative results are independent of choice of functional, all obtained transition states were re-optimized using the M11L functional [51], following the same procedure as above, as extra validation of our results. Finally, as IRC calculations with different functionals do not necessarily lead to the same minima, we streamlined our calculations by taking the final optimized reactant and transition states obtained with the M11L functional and then re-optimizing them once again with the ωB97X-D functional. From this ensemble, we selected the lowest energy transition states and ground states to ensure we have been
able to obtain a “best available” representation of the structures and energetics for each pathway. While the resulting geometries of the reacting atoms remained largely the same when moving between the different functionals, subtle deviations in the positions of the water molecules affected the corresponding energetics. To mitigate this issue, we ensured that the positions of the water molecules were as close as possible to each other when comparing solvent- and substrate-assisted transition states for the same system, and had the same pattern of hydrogen bonding interactions. Finally, all transition state energies presented in this work are relative to the energy of the lowest energy ground state for that system obtained from either direct IRC calculations or cross-optimizing structures between functions. This provides a common reference state against which to directly compare all transition state energies for that system. The resulting absolute energies and Cartesian coordinates of each optimized stationary point are provided in the Supporting Information. All calculations were performed using Gaussian09 Rev. E.01 [52].

Results and discussion

Methyl triphosphate hydrolysis

Tables 1 and 2 and Fig. 3 show a comparison of calculated activation free energies for MeTP hydrolysis through solvent- and substrate-assisted pathways, both in the absence and presence of Mg$^{2+}$ ions, calculated using the $\omega$B97X-D and M11L functionals, respectively.

These show the lowest energy transition states obtained using the two different optimization strategies described in the Methodology section. In the case of the $\omega$B97X-D functional, the energies of all relevant transition states, obtained either through direct optimization or through cross-optimization with the M11L functional, are shown in Tables S1 and S2 of the Supporting Information. In the case of MeTP complexed with Mg$^{2+}$, we used a single reference state, which was the lowest energy reactant state over all the Mg$^{2+}$ binding modes we considered. Here, Mode 1 corresponds to the Mg$^{2+}$ ion coordinating the $\beta$- and $\gamma$-phosphates, Mode 2 corresponds to Mg$^{2+}$ ion coordinating the $\alpha$- and $\beta$-phosphates (such that the primary role of the metal is

Table 1: A comparison of the activation free energies ($\Delta G^\ddagger$) of the substrate- and solvent-assisted hydrolyses of methyl triphosphate (MeTP) and acetyl phosphate (AcP) in aqueous solution, both in the presence and absence of an Mg$^{2+}$ ion. All calculations were performed using the $\omega$B97X-D functional.¹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Substrate-assisted</th>
<th>Solvent-assisted</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methyl triphosphate (MeTP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeTP + H$_2$O</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeTP Mg$^{2+}$ + H$_2$O (Mode 1)</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeTP Mg$^{2+}$ + H$_2$O (Mode 2)</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeTP Mg$^{2+}$ + H$_2$O (Mode 3)</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetyl phosphate (AcP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AcP + H$_2$O</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AcP-Mg$^{2+}$ + H$_2$O</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹All energies are in kcal·mol$^{-1}$, and the calculated values were obtained at the SMD-$\omega$B97X-D/6-311++G(d,p)/SMD-$\omega$B97X-D/6-31+G(d) level of theory for the electronic energies, and the SMD-$\omega$B97X-D/6-31+G(d) level of theory for the zero point energies and entropies. Shown here are only the energies of the lowest energy transition states relative to the energy of the lowest energy reactant state obtained using the two different optimization strategies outlined in the Methodology section, in order to be able to directly compare the different relevant transition states against a common reference point. The relative energies of all structures are presented in Tables S1 and S2 of the Supporting Information, and the lowest energy transition state for each system is highlighted in bold. For a definition of Modes 1–3, see Fig. 2 and the main text.

²Values both with and without Mg$^{2+}$ were obtained from Ref. [35] (at 25°C).

³Values both with and without Mg$^{2+}$ were obtained from Refs. [28, 29, 31–33] (experimental data was obtained at 39°C in the absence of the metal ion, and 25°C in the presence of the metal ion).
leaving group stabilization), and Mode 3 corresponds to the Mg$^{2+}$ ion coordinating all three phosphates at once. For clarity, a schematic description of these three different Modes is also shown in Fig. 2.

We note that in the case of the ωB97X-D functional, the lowest energy ground state we obtain is Mode 1, in which the metal ion bridges the β- and γ-phosphates. This has also been suggested to be the preferred binding mode in aqueous solution, and appears to be the preferred binding mode to GTP seen in the active sites of many GTPases (see, for example, Refs. [16, 53–55], among others). In the case of the M11L functional, this shifts to Mode 3, however, for both functionals, the ground states for Mode 1 and Mode 3 are < 1 kcal·mol⁻¹ apart in energy, so they are essentially indistinguishable. In addition, and in contrast to some previous computational studies which suggested the presence of both phosphorane and metaphosphate-like intermediates [36, 37, 40], we obtain only transition states corresponding to concerted phosphoryl transfer processes, in line with our previous work on the hydrolysis of phosphate monoester dianions [19, 20].

Table 2: A comparison of the activation free energies (ΔG‡) of the substrate- and solvent-assisted hydrolyses of methyl triphosphate (MeTP) and acetyl phosphate (AcP) in aqueous solution, both in the presence and absence of an Mg$^{2+}$ ion. All calculations were performed using the M11L functional.a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Substrate-assisted</th>
<th>Solvent-assisted</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methyl triphosphate (MeTP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeTP + H$_2$O</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>27.9$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeTP-Mg$^{2+}$ + H$_2$O (Mode 1)</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>27.9$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeTP-Mg$^{2+}$ + H$_2$O (Mode 2)</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeTP-Mg$^{2+}$ + H$_2$O (Mode 3)</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetyl phosphate (AcP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AcP + H$_2$O</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>24.3$^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AcP-Mg$^{2+}$ + H$_2$O</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>23.9$^c$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aAll energies are in kcal·mol⁻¹, and the calculated values were obtained at the SMD-M11L/6-311++G(d,p)//M11L/6-31+G(d) level of theory for the electronic energies, and the SMD-M11L/6-31+G(d) level of theory for the zero point energies and entropies. For a definition of Modes 1–3, see Fig. 2 and the main text.

bValues both with and without Mg$^{2+}$ were obtained from Ref. [35] (at 25 °C).

cValues both with and without Mg$^{2+}$ were obtained from Refs. [28, 29, 31–33] (experimental data was obtained at 39 °C in the absence of the metal ion, and 25 °C in the presence of the metal ion).

Fig. 3: A comparison of the calculated and experimental activation free energies (ΔG‡) for methyl triphosphate hydrolysis, obtained using the (left) ωB97X-D and (right) M11L functionals. The solid line indicates the experimental data (ΔG‡ = 27.9 kcal·mol⁻¹). Black bars: the variation in the ground-state energy relative to the lowest energy calculated ground state (see the Methodology section). The red bars show the transition state energy for the substrate-assisted pathway, the blue bars show the transition state energy for the solvent-assisted pathway.
As can be seen from Tables 1 and 2, our calculated energetics for the lowest energy transition states for MeTP hydrolysis both with and without the presence of the Mg$^{2+}$ ion are sensitive to the functional used. That is, in the case of the oB97X-D functional, while we obtain reasonable agreement with experiment for our calculations without the metal ion present, once the Mg$^{2+}$ ion is included in the system, this functional overestimates the calculated activation free energies compared to the experimentally observed value of 27.9 kcal·mol$^{-1}$ at 25°C. In contrast, the M11L functional underestimates the calculated activation free energies compared to experiment for calculations both with and without the Mg$^{2+}$ present. However, the trend in reactivity between the different pathways and Mg$^{2+}$ binding modes remains generally consistent between the two functionals. These variations highlight that care needs to be taken when considering the absolute energetics with different functionals, and suggests caution in interpreting the effect on Mg$^{2+}$ on reactivity in too much detail, as quantitative agreement with experiment may be merely coincidental. However, the experimentally observed effect on the reaction rates of saturating the substrate with Mg$^{2+}$ is very small [34, 35] and consistent with our calculations: there is no large change in reactivity through coordination with Mg$^{2+}$. Relative to the activation energy calculated in the presence of only water, inclusion of the Mg$^{2+}$ is slightly anti-catalytic when modeling the reaction using oB97X-D, and slightly catalytic when modeling the reaction using M11L.

The effect of the metal ion on the discrimination between the solvent- and substrate-assisted pathways for the two systems can be interrogated with more confidence as these are internally consistent. While it is impossible to fully eliminate differences in energy between the two functionals due to slight differences in the positioning of the water molecules, we have aimed to minimize this by including the additional cross-optimization step between the different functionals described in the Methodology section. In doing so, we observe that the position of the nucleophile, Mg$^{2+}$ and substrate at the transition state remains virtually identical independent of the optimization strategy used. However, in the case of the substrate-assisted pathway, shifts in the positions of these water molecules (which can change the hydrogen bonding patterns involved) can change the transition state energies by up to ~4 kcal·mol$^{-1}$, and this needs to be taken into account when comparing the energies of the different pathways for each system. Note that the solvent-assisted pathway appears to be far less sensitive to this – the differences in the substrate assisted pathway are mainly caused by movements of the proton on the phosphate at the transition state, which in turn changes the hydrogen bonding pattern of the water molecules.

It can be seen that for MeTP hydrolysis in the absence of the Mg$^{2+}$ ion, the solvent-assisted pathway is clearly preferred over the substrate-assisted pathway by between 8 (oB97X-D) and 12 (M11L) kcal·mol$^{-1}$. In both cases, the calculated activation free energy for the solvent-assisted pathway is in better agreement with the experimental value of 27.9 kcal·mol$^{-1}$ [35] than the corresponding substrate-assisted pathway, although M11L appears to greatly underestimate the calculated activation free energy. This discrimination in favor of the solvent-assisted pathway still exists upon inclusion of the Mg$^{2+}$ ion, regardless of the binding mode. Although the two functionals give quantitatively different results, the qualitative trends are similar, with the lowest energy transition state corresponding to the solvent-assisted pathway with the Mg$^{2+}$ ion bound in Mode 3, and the trend Mode 3 < Mode 1 < Mode 2 (although Mode 1 and 3 are similar in energy for the oB97X-D functional, and the energy difference between all three modes is much smaller for oB97X-D than for M11L). For the substrate-assisted pathway, both functionals show a clear preference for Mode 1, with Modes 2 and 3 being either virtually identical in energy (oB97X-D), or Mode 2 being slightly higher than Mode 3 (M11L). The overall magnitude of the discrimination is also much larger with the M11L functional than with the oB97X-D functional when comparing the lowest energy transition states. Therefore, as with our recent work [20], we cannot with confidence establish how quantitatively unfavorable the substrate assisted-pathway is relative the solvent-assisted pathway, but our calculations suggest that it can be higher in energy than the solvent-assisted pathway by as much as 10 kcal·mol$^{-1}$, depending on the functional, when comparing the lowest energy modes for each pathway.

From the data shown in Tables 1 and 2, it appears that coordination to Mg$^{2+}$ is unable to lower the energies of the substrate-assisted pathways with different binding modes below those of the corresponding the solvent assisted pathways, and so the discrimination observed in the absence of Mg$^{2+}$ remains, although it is quantitatively smaller than in the absence of the Mg$^{2+}$ ion. In particular, we obtain substantially lower activation free energies using the M11L functional than previous computational studies, which obtained values...
that are typically [36, 38–40, 42, 43] in the range of 29–35 kcal·mol⁻¹ (although lower values have also been reported [37, 41]). We note also that the Mode 2 positions the Mg²⁺ to stabilize the leaving group, and avoids direct interactions with the terminal phosphate that is transferred. This might be expected to be the most favorable arrangement as it avoids introducing interactions between the cation and the metaphosphate-like (electron deficient) phosphoryl group. Indeed, comparing the energy difference between the ground state and the transition state for Modes 2 and 3, we note that Mode 2 has a similar or smaller energy change. However, this is outweighed by the substantial difference in ground state energies, and so Mode 3 is the preferred pathway. It appears that the change in the interactions with Mg²⁺ of the transferring phosphate are in the expected direction (i.e. presumably anticyclic), but relatively minor.

The geometries of the relevant transition states calculated using the ωB97X-D functional are shown in Fig. 4 and those calculated using the M11L functional are shown in Fig. S1 for comparison (these structures correspond to the transition states shown in Tables 1 and 2; coordinates for all transition states can be found as Supporting Information). The corresponding bond orders and bond distances to the incoming nucleophile and departing leaving group are shown in Tables 3 and 4 for the ωB97X-D functional, and Tables 5 and 6 for the M11L functional. The bond distances/bond orders corresponding to those of the lowest free energy transition state are highlighted in bold in all tables. As can be seen from this table, in the case of the substrate-assisted transition state, there is some bond formation to the nucleophile (~0.2) with more advanced bond cleavage to the leaving group (~0.5), in good agreement with our previous studies of phosphate monoesters [19, 20], but
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**Fig. 4:** Geometries of the lowest energy transition states for the substrate- and solvent-assisted hydrolyses of methyl triphosphate in aqueous solution, optimized using the ωB97X-D functional, obtained as described in the Methodology section. The calculated bond orders to the incoming nucleophile and departing leaving group are also shown.
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similarly also to the transition states we have obtained for hydroxide attack on phosphate diesters [56], fluoro-
phosphates [57] and sulfonate monoesters [58]. Inclusion of the Mg²⁺ ion appears to have minimal effect on the
transition state geometry. This is also the case for the solvent-assisted pathway, where the reaction proceeds
through a loose dissociative transition state in aqueous solution, which is made slightly tighter by the inclu-
sion of the Mg²⁺ ion (in all binding modes), but nevertheless still retains its overall dissociative character (bond
orders of <0.2 and <0.1 to the nucleophile and leaving group, respectively). Therefore, in all cases, the pre-
ferred transition state has very advanced bond cleavage to the leaving group, with minimal bond formation to
the nucleophile, and only small changes in these parameters when the Mg²⁺ ion is present. Consistent with the
discussion above, Mode 2 resembles the solution more closely, with greater bond cleavage and reduced bond
formation to the nucleophile than in Modes 1 and 3. In these latter modes, the structural effect of coordinat-
ing the transferring phosphoryl to Mg²⁺ is noticeable but not dramatic. This is in agreement with experimen-
tal studies of metallophosphatases such as alkaline phosphatase, where consideration of linear free energy
relationships and substituent effects have suggested that the inclusion of positive charge in the active site has
minimal effect on the nature of the transition states involved, although the energy does vary [59, 60].

Table 3: Overview of calculated P–Oług and P–Onuc distances to the incoming nucleophile and departing leaving group, respectively, at the transition states for the solvent- and substrate-assisted hydrolyses of methyl triphosphate (MeTP) and acetyl phosphate (AcP). All calculations were performed using the ωB97X-D functional.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Substrate-assisted</th>
<th>Solvent-assisted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P–Oług</td>
<td>P–Onuc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methyl triphosphate (MeTP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeTP + H₂O</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>2.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeTP·Mg²⁺ + H₂O (Mode 1)</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeTP·Mg²⁺ + H₂O (Mode 2)</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeTP·Mg²⁺ + H₂O (Mode 3)</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetyl phosphate (AcP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AcP + H₂O</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AcP·Mg²⁺ + H₂O</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All distances are in Å, and the calculated values were obtained at the SMD-ωB97X-D/6-31+G(d) level of theory, and correspond to the lowest energy transition states shown in Table 1. For an overview of all transition states obtained using the two different optimization strategies outlined in the Methodology section, see Tables S3 and S4 of the Supporting Information. For a definition of modes 1–3, see Fig. 2 and the main text.

Table 4: Overview of calculated P–Oług and P–Onuc bond orders to the incoming nucleophile and departing leaving group, respectively, at the transition states for the solvent- and substrate-assisted hydrolyses of methyl triphosphate (MeTP) and acetyl phosphate (AcP). All calculations were performed using the ωB97X-D functional.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Substrate-assisted</th>
<th>Solvent-assisted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P–Oğer</td>
<td>P–Onuc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methyl triphosphate (MeTP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeTP + H₂O</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeTP·Mg²⁺ + H₂O (Mode 1)</td>
<td>0.508</td>
<td>0.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeTP·Mg²⁺ + H₂O (Mode 2)</td>
<td>0.498</td>
<td>0.213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeTP·Mg²⁺ + H₂O (Mode 3)</td>
<td>0.509</td>
<td>0.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetyl phosphate (AcP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AcP + H₂O</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>0.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AcP·Mg²⁺ + H₂O</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Bond orders were obtained from Wiberg bond indices [69] by performing natural bond orbital analysis [50] at the SMD-ωB97X-
D/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. For an overview of all transition states obtained using the two different optimization strategies
outlined in the Methodology section, see Tables S5 and S6 of the Supporting Information For a definition of Modes 1–3, see
Fig. 2 and the main text.
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Acetyl phosphate hydrolysis

We demonstrated in our recent study of phosphate monoester dianion hydrolysis that the better the leaving group, the larger the discrimination between the solvent- and substrate-assisted pathways (in favor of the solvent-assisted pathway) [20]. For comparison purposes, we have also considered here the impact of Mg$^{2+}$ ions on the hydrolysis of acetyl phosphate which has a better leaving group than methyl triphosphate, and could be expected to show greater discrimination between the substrate- and solvent-assisted pathways.

Conveniently, acetyl phosphate hydrolysis is a well-studied reaction for which extensive experimental data exists [28, 29]. Specifically, the spontaneous hydrolysis of acetyl phosphate at 39 °C has a rate constant of $6.5 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$ [28], corresponding to an activation barrier of 24.3 kcal·mol$^{-1}$, and is insensitive to nucleophilic or general base catalysis [29]. The effect of Mg$^{2+}$ ions on the rate of hydrolysis of acetyl phosphate [28] and the binding constants for acetyl phosphate complexation with Mg$^{2+}$ have also been studied. In both cases, the site of cleavage is the P-O bond [31]. An examination of the literature shows that the binding constants for Mg$^{2+}$ to acetyl phosphate lie in the range of 6–75 M$^{-1}$ from various reports [31–33], and are sensitive to the conditions under which the measurements have been made. Using a value of 10 M$^{-1}$ gives a rate constant of $2.3 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$ at 25 °C for this complex reacting with water, compared with a value of $1 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$ for acetyl phosphate reacting with water [32], and thus the effect of the Mg$^{2+}$ on the overall reaction energetics is
small, similar to the corresponding experimental observations for GTP [35] and ATP [34] hydrolysis. Additionally, from examining the effects of Mg\textsuperscript{2+} coordination on ATP and ADP [61], one can estimate that the effect of Mg\textsuperscript{2+} coordination to acetyl phosphate will be to lower its pK\textsubscript{a} by about two units compared to free acetyl phosphate. Thus, the phosphoryl oxygen will be rather less basic than in a free phosphate.

Following from this, our calculations show that similar to methyl triphosphate hydrolysis, in the case of acetyl phosphate hydrolysis, we obtain again a large discrimination between the two pathways (Tables 1 and 2), with a predicted energy difference of up to ~9 kcal·mol\textsuperscript{−1} in the absence of the Mg\textsuperscript{2+} ion, compared with up to 12 kcal·mol\textsuperscript{−1} in the case of methyl triphosphate hydrolysis. In addition, the calculated ΔG\textsuperscript{‡} of 23.9 kcal·mol\textsuperscript{−1} with the ωB97X-D functional is in good agreement with the experimental value (24.3 kcal·mol\textsuperscript{−1}) [28], and, again, M11L slightly underestimates the activation free energy, as with MeTP. In contrast to MeTP hydrolysis, however, the effect of including the metal ion is now quite radical on the calculated energetics of the solvent-assisted pathway, reducing the energies of the solvent assisted pathway by ~8.5 kcal·mol\textsuperscript{−1}. This over-exaggeration is likely a simulation artifact akin to the corresponding problems observed when performing calculations with the hydroxide ion (see discussion in Refs. [58, 62] and references cited therein), and, interestingly, the energetics of the corresponding substrate-assisted pathway appear to be minimally affected by inclusion of the metal ion. However, it does appear to be clear that the metal ion (now with only one binding mode) creates a significant difference between the substrate- and solvent-assisted pathways, with the solvent-assisted pathway being preferred over the solvent-assisted pathway by up to ~19 kcal·mol\textsuperscript{−1} depending on functional.

It seems likely that inclusion of the metal ion amplifies the discrimination between the two pathways due to the fact that complexation to the metal ion reduces the pK\textsubscript{a} of the non-bridging oxygens of the phosphate making them poorer proton acceptors (note that, as can be seen from Fig. 5, in the solvent-assisted pathway, the nucleophile is not yet deprotonated at the highly dissociative transition state, and is thus less affected by metal-induced pK\textsubscript{a} changes). It is comforting, however, that despite quantitative differences, the qualitative trends for both substrates can be reproduced by both the functionals considered in this work, thus further increasing our confidence in our qualitative conclusions about the structural and energetic effects of the inclusion of Mg\textsuperscript{2+} on the competition between the two pathways.

**Conclusions**

We have examined here the effect of Mg\textsuperscript{2+} on the energetic and geometries of the substrate- and solvent-assisted hydrolyses of methyl triphosphate and acetyl phosphate. We propose a preferred binding mode

![Fig. 5: Geometries of the lowest energy transition states for the substrate- and solvent-assisted hydrolyses of acetyl phosphate in aqueous solution, optimized using the ωB97X-D functional, obtained as described in the Methodology section. The calculated bond orders to the incoming nucleophile and departing leaving group are also shown.](image)
involving all three phosphate groups for methyl triphosphate hydrolysis, and demonstrate that the transition state geometries remain largely unchanged by inclusion of the metal ion. These calculations do not explicitly rule out a substrate-assisted mechanism as a potential solution for catalyzing the hydrolysis of phosphate monoesters with good leaving groups by metallophosphatases, and the differences we observed between the two functionals emphasize the importance of not drawing conclusions based on a single functional but rather comparing results using different levels of theory. They do, however, demonstrate that a substantial additional energetic cost would need to be overcome for this to be a viable mechanism. The more expansive, solvent-assisted pathway is clearly energetically preferred, both with and without Mg$^{2+}$ present. We note here that one potential caveat of these calculations is the risk of having become trapped in a local metastable arrangement of water molecules, although, as outlined in the Methodology section, we have taken great care to keep the water arrangements as consistent as possible, both in between pathways, and in between functionals. In addition, as we have demonstrated earlier, the larger the number of water molecules included in the calculations, the less likely this is to be a problem as changes in water arrangement start disappearing in the general noise of the calculations [19]. Therefore, based on these data, it is highly unlikely that a substrate-assisted pathway is, a priori, a preferred mechanism for metallophosphatases that catalyze the hydrolysis of phosphate esters with good leaving groups, such as Ras GTPase and related enzymes.
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